
RELATIONAL TEACHING
A Conversation of Hearts

Our goal is to get youth into the Word in a relational way. We want to connect our hearts and the hearts of students 

to the heart of God. 

It’s all about transformation, not information processing.

It’s not about how many times we’ve read the Bible, it’s about our love relationship with Jesus.

People and events that marked us as young youth leaders:

Rev. Portius read his Bible 3 times each year. Bill saw it in his countenance.

Bobbie had hidden issues of the heart: her mother’s death, sexual abuse.

We need to ask what they want to ask, but are afraid.

We need to ask what they should ask, but they don’t know it.

Bible College is content-driven, teacher-driven. Youth ministry needs to be student-driven.

illus. “What is circumcision?” The teacher shamed the student that asked this question. Not a safe 

place to ask questions!

Youth learn by asking a question and considering all the possible answers, like asking a question at the 

narrow end of a megaphone.
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CORE VALUES IN TEACHING

How we teach reveals what we believe about students, the Word, the Holy Spirit and our role as a teacher.

In 1969 when Bill began as a youth pastor he had to decide how to teach...

What model would produce maturity? 

Josh McDowell - 85% of Christian young people turn away from their faith in their first year of college.

This is not about teaching styles, it’s about core values...

THE STUDENT’S HEART

 How do we create an appetite in a student’s heart for God’s Word?

“There is no such thing as a dumb question!” 

As teachers we must:

• be willing to engage any and every question

• operate in mutual respect

• learn from students - dual learning

• cast vision for students...

“I want you to be thinkers!”

THE BIBLE

Old saints - that ooze with God’s love, create a desire in us to be like them, or like Christ in them.

Dr. John G. Mitchell, founder of Multnomah School of the Bible:

“Don’t you ever read your Bibles?!”

“You say you love Jesus, but are you falling in love with Jesus?”

“Don’t you ever read your Bibles?!”

How do we view the Bible?

A resource or a friend?

A text or a lens, binoculars to see Jesus…

When we make the main point, seeing Jesus, new, fresh and life changing, they will want more.

When youth see Christ in us, they want to know how that happened. It makes them curious about the Word.
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THE HOLY SPIRIT

“The Spirit of God Takes the Word of God To Make us Men and Women of God.”

John 3:30 “I must decrease, that He might increase.

The key question is not what we think but “What do you think?”

What do we have to give up to embrace dialogue/discussion teaching? 

being known as a powerful speaker

being the answer man or woman

getting the “credit” for changing people’s lives,

impressing people,

our pride

What do we gain?

Capable, confident transformed thinkers, lovers of God and His Word.

What is our foundational goal in a teaching opportunity?

To engage students with the Living Word - even if it’s messy, incomplete, 

READ-THRU GROUPS

Relational Reading - Bible Read Through Groups

We’ve been talking about how to get youth into the Word in youth meetings but

how do we get youth, and ourselves… into a pattern of reading the Word each day?

 “What makes you think you can get along without the Body?”

This question was posed back in 1977 at a youth conference. The speaker wanted us to meet with 2 or 3 others 

each week to share what we were learning from our daily Bible reading. As I met with June, I began to see God 

thru her eyes... 

Results of Read-thru Groups:

• Greatly enhances discussion in youth meetings - students are eager to share

• Get the Big Picture - an overview

• Develops spiritual community - a way of life - an atmosphere

• Spiritual conversation becomes the norm

• Grow a lifetime love-relationship with God

Col 1:28

CONCLUSION:

Jesus summarized ministry as loving God and loving people, and it is the very words of

Christ that enable us to love.

John 13:35 - Our love for one another will draw the unsaved and the saved into the Word of God.

Teaching: a conversation of hearts


